Where Do You Want to Go?

Introduction
   I.  I want to go:
       A.  to the Grand Canyon.
       B.  to Jerusalem.
       C.  to work.       
       D.  to ....
 II.  Each of us can think of many places we would like to go.
III.  Some places we go can be great entertainment, some can be helpful in teaching
        the gospel, and some can be harmful to us.
 IV.  Would you think with me today about going places?

Body
   I.  There are places we could choose to go that can weaken our faith.
        A.  There are many places of entertainment that can weaken our desire to do
	  right.  I Cor. 15:32b, 35.
	  1.  We should always consider who we will be with wherever we go.
	  2.  If we are less spiritual after being in a place, the probability is that
	       we should not have been there.
        B.  There are places we could go, or things that we could do, that harm our 	 
   	  influence.  I Cor. 8:10-13; Rom. 14:13-23.
        C.  If where we go, or what we do, causes us to practice the works of the
	  flesh, then, without doubt, it is wrong.  Gal. 5:19-21.

  II.  There are places we can go that can help us to save ourselves and others.
        A.  This is the reason God has taught us to meet together with other Christians.
        	  1.  We need to encourage others. Heb. 10:19-25.
              2.  We need to grow in knowledge.  II Pet. 3:18; I Tim. 4:13-16. 
        B.  We should go where we can teach others.  Matt. 28:19, 20; Mark 16:15, 16;
	  II Tim. 2:2.
              1.  We should evaluate the places where we go to see if they help us to be
       	       motivated to teach others.
	       a.  Gospel meetings, special studies of the Bible, etc. encourage us in this.
	       b.  Some places we might choose to go, would discourage our teaching
	            others.
	  2.  We should even evaluate our jobs to see whether or not they help us in 
	       serving  God.
	       1.  Parents should talk with their children about getting jobs.
	       	a.  The young person should make it clear to their supervisors that 		     they will not work on Sunday morning or night or on Wednesday 
		     nights at the times of the church meetings.
	 	b.  Other special meetings should be exempt as well.
		c.  Tell the supervisor that you will be one of his best workers, but 	
		     there are times you cannot come to work.
		d.  Be careful not to get so loaded down with a car payment that you 
		     must work too many hours.

III.  We ought to want to go to heaven more than to any place on this earth.
        A.  Our citizenship is in heaven.  Phil. 3:20, 21.
	  1.  Are we walking like we want to go to heaven?  Phil. 3:17-19.
	  2.  Are our choices of where we go and what we do such as to enhance our
	       desire for heaven, or do these things weaken that desire?
         B.  If heaven is our home, we will not have missed anything.
         C.  If we have traveled the world, but miss heaven, we have missed it all.  
               Luke 16:19-31.
	

Conclusion
   I.  Where are you going each day?
 II.  Where will you go on Spring break?
III.  Where will you go next year?
IV.  Important questions, but more important, where will you go when you die?
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